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In case you've missed our content, here's what we've been up to the past month. 
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Recent Announcements Who We Are
The Alliance for Innovation and
Infrastructure (Aii) is an
independent, national research and
educational organization dedicated
to identifying our nation's
infrastructure needs, creating
awareness of those needs, and
finding solutions to cricial public
policy challenges. Aii strives to
promote proven, innovative
technology and higher safety
standards in a non-partisan manner
to achieve excellence nationwide.

Visit Aii.org to learn more.

Aii Releases White Paper on Hazardous Materials
Aii released our newest White Paper, How the U.S.
Moves Hazardous Materials, detailing the methods
that the U.S. uses to transport the hazardous materials
it produces. Read the report.

NEW: Aii Launches Energy Month
During the month of August, Aii is educating on the importance
of energy resources. Throughout the month, we will highlight the
seven primary resources used to generate electricity in the
United States. 

Aii's Benjamin Dierker Writes in the Richmond
Times-Dispatch

The column, Driving Virginia's Infrastructure into the
Future, outlines ways in which Virginia can invest in
the revitalization of its infrastructure. Read Here.

Coming soon:

https://www.aii.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/How-the-U.S.-Moves-Hazardous-Materials.pdf
https://richmond.com/opinion/columnists/benjamin-r-dierker-column-driving-virginias-infrastructure-into-the-future/article_6dbf6323-934c-51b0-afac-bcc038ed593e.html


Aii Policy Blogs

The content shared in this email could not be produced if it were not for
the generous donations from people like you. Our mission is to help foster
innovative solutions to current and future infrastructure challenges. To
help us promote a safer world, don't forget to make your tax-deductible
donations here.  

Donate Today

Keep up with Aii | @AiiNonProfit

To unsubscribe, email jcassibry@aii.org | subject line: Unsubscribe

Aii released 11 new Policy Blogs in the month of July:
Avoiding Oil Spills and Breakdowns. Read here.

Paths to Broaden Broadband Access. Read here.

Planting Trees by the Millions. Read here.

Vertical Farming on the Horizon. Read here. 

Carbon Offsets Provide Unique Pairing of Environmental Gain
and Investments in Innovation. Read here.

Natural Gas Vehicles May Offer Improvements on Climate
Change. Read here.

Heat Waves Cost to Infrastructure Add Up For State
Governments. Read here.

How the Space Race Built Today's Technology. 

Drones Can Take Infrastructure to New Heights. 

      Read here.

      Read here.

One-Call Centers. Read Here.
Improving Access. Read Here.

Aii Begins New Blog Series: Technology Highlight
Technology Highlight explores some of the ways that investments in
innovation lead to better outcomes for infrastructure and public safety. 
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